We consider a certain class of Frechet spaces that includes the space s of rapidly decreasing sequences, and prove that if Q is a pseudoconvex open subset of a space in this class then il 9 (fi, O) = 0,<Z>1.
1, Introduction,
The computation of sheaf cohomology groups has been a central problem of complex analysis and geometry for over fifty years now. It appears that in an infinite dimensional setting sheaf cohomologies were first investigated by Douady in [Do] . In this paper we address the question whether the cohomology groups H q (Q,, O) vanish when q > 1 and fi is a pseudoconvex open set in a complex Frechet space X. Here O denotes the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions in X and O is called pseudoconvex if Q n Z is pseudoconvex for all finite dimensional subspaces Z C X; in particular X itself is pseudoconvex.
By now it has become clear that coholomogy vanishing is sensitive to the geometry of the space X in question. After the first examples of nonvanishing by Dineen, Meise and Vogt formulated a necessary condition for H l (X, O) -0 to hold, see [D1, MV] . This condition, the existence of a dominant norm, or (DN) , is met by all Banach spaces and also by the space s of rapidly decreasing sequences (and its subspaces).
2 On the other hand we proved in [LI] that ll q {$\,0) = 0 if ft is pseudoconvex in a Banach space X with unconditional basis and q > 1; for example X could be the space P, 1 < p < oo, or L p [0,1], 1 < p < oo. Here we shall show that it is possible to prove cohomology vanishing in nonnormable Frechet spaces as well, in particular in 5. The space 5 deserves special attention among Frechet spaces as function spaces that frequently occur in geometry are isomorphic to it; it also has certain universality properties. 1 Research partially supported by an NSF grant. technically, [MV] deals with Dolbeault rather than sheaf cohomology groups, but the reasoning there also shows that H l 
(X, O) = 0 implies (DN).
We shall consider sequence spaces defined as follows. Fix a function p : E x N -> (0, oo) such that logp(-, n) is convex for all n G N. If x : N -> C and 6 G K, set ll a? lltf = EnP( 0 » n )l a? ( n )l' and (1.1) X = {x : N -> C | Ho;)!* < oo for all 0 G M}.
The norms || ||^, 0 G R, endow X with the structure of a complete locally convex topological vector space. Convexity implies that the norms || Hi, 9 G Z, would induce the same topology, so that X is a Prechet space. For instance, if p(0, n) = n e then X & s. A noteworthy aspect of this theorem is the convexity condition imposed on log p. As already discussed in [L2] , convexity is a natural assumption in complex analysis; the novel feature is that here it pertains to the topology of X.
We are now going to sketch the proof of Theorem 1.1, an extension of the one in [LI] that dealt with Banach spaces. The chief difference between the Banach and Frechet settings is that when Q is a pseudoconvex open subset of a Banach space, the function -log dist(-, dtt) is plurisubharmonic; but this is not necessarily so in a Frechet space such as X. Accordingly, the exhaustion procedure of [LI] will have to be replaced by a two step procedure as follows. We shall mostly work with open coverings il of O and the corresponding Cech groups iJ^il,.? 7 ). First we write X = C^ © Y, assume that fl = DxG with D C C^, G C Y, and that elements of il are of form V x G, V C D pseudoconvex. In this case jff 9 (il, J 7 ) = 0 follows from the finite dimensional theory. Second we introduce a translation invariant metric in X and with a general pseudoconvex Q and b > 0 we consider the set fi [6] of points x G fi at distance > b to <9fi. We approximate Q [b] by product sets QJSJ-as in the first step, and show that vanishing for Q,^ implies jff^(95, J 7 )^^] = 0 for certain coverings 55 of ft by balls. Third, by letting b -> 0 we conclude H q^& , T) = 0. Finally we show this latter implies
The narrow cross section of the proof is steps 2 and 3. Both steps concern continuity of cohomology groups and depend on the approximation theorem from [L2] . It is but for that approximation theorem that we had to restrict ourselves to spaces X as in (1.1).
We assume the reader has some familiarity with complex analysis in finite and infinite dimensions and with sheaf theory. Some good references are [B, D2, H, Ma, N] .
Background.
Here we collect notation and background material that can also be found in [LI] or follows directly from [LI] . We shall use standard notation of sheaf theory. If il is an open covering of a topological space T, we call an ordered (q + 1) tuple Uo,...,U q € il a g-simplex and denote it by cr; |a| stands for UQ Pi • • • fl U q (q = 0,1,...). We shall also define a (-l)-simplex a; its body |a| is all of T. Given a sheaf S of Abelian groups on T, a qcochain / is a collection of f a £ <!>(H), one for each g-simplex cr, with the understanding that 5(0) = (0). The group of g-cochains is denoted C q (ii, S); 5: C«(ii,S) -> C« +1 (ii,<S) is the coboundary homomorphism, and H*(tt,S) are the corresponding cohomology groups.
Suppose that for each U € il we are given an open U' C J7, and let {[/'} = il'. Then we have restriction homomorphisms
and the image of a cochain resp. cohomology class / will be denoted f\iX f . In particular, any open T' C T induces a covering il' = iljT' = {U* = U Pi T" : U e il} of T". In this case the homomorphisms (1.1) are induced by the embedding T" -+ T. We shall simply denote the image /|il' of a cochain resp. cohomology class / by /|T", and the image of the homomorphisms (2.1) by C«(il,<S)|T' resp. ^(il,<S)|T'. We shall also use the corresponding notation H q (T, S)\T' for the sheaf cohomology groups.
We shall say that il is a Leray covering of order q if for all 1 < s < q and all p-simplices a C il, p > 0, the groups H s (\a\,S) vanish. We shall need the following result (see [LI, Proposition 1.1] Now consider two Prechet spaces X and F (always over C), F the sheaf of germs of F valued holomorphic functions on X. These pieces of notation will be used throughout the paper. 
IfnowH*(iL,F)\n N = 0forN=l,2,... then the image of H*(<&,?) in Hyfa,^) is zero.
This lemma is a slight extension of [LI, Lemma 2 .1], where X was assumed to be a Banach space and CJJV, £1^ C u)(= ft). However, the same proof as there applies here, too.
Next we turn to cohomology groups in product domains. Let Y be an arbitrary locally convex space, Proof. Induce the topology of F by a family * of seminorms, and for any cochain h = {K} E C 5 (2J, T) and ^ € * define iftwih) = sup sup ip(h a ) < oo.
^ ki
Let ^(QJ,^7) consist of those h G C^QJ,^7) that satisfy ^(h) < oo for all ^ e *,-and ^(93,^*) = {/i 6 ^(SJ, J 7 ) : ^ -0}. The seminorms rfo endow both spaces with the structure of a Frechet space. Define ^SJ* etcanalogously. By [LI, Proposition 3 To prove our Proposition, let / G Ci^iu*),?) be closed. At the price of shrinking the sets V* G 53* it can be assumed that the components /o-*^*) of / extend continuously to the closure of |cr*(u;*)| in a;*. In this case we have a holomorphic map see [LI, Proposition 4.2] , whose simple proof carries over to our setting. Let g* = Si* z f; then 6g z = i* z f\<D. Since g* G C^QB,?) depends holomorphically on z G G one easily constructs a (unique) g G C q~1 ('tO(oj) 
Exhaustions.
In this section, after some preparation, we shall approximate general open sets Q by simpler ones, and describe properties of the approximating sets. From now on we assume that X, F, and J 7 are as in Theorem 1.1. All through the section we shall also assume that the weight p{0, n) is even in 6. In particular, it increases with 6 > 0.
Recall that a pseudonorm on X is a function || || : X -> [0, oo) such that \\x\\ = 0 if and only if x = 0; ||Aa;|| < ||^|| if A E C, |A| < 1; and lk + y||<INI + lly||. 
GiO^GiO-r'L^-i).
Thus the graph of G is below a supporting hyperplane at (£,r/), and so G is concave.
We shall now prove log || || is plurisubharmonic on the subspaces XN = {x G X : x(n) = 0 if n > AT}, N = 1,2,.... Since it is continuous on X, and (J^ XN is dense in X, it will follow that log || || is plurisubharmonic on X as well.
Continuity of Htfld/fl implies that for x G -Xjv\{0}, 6 = \\x\\ is the unique solution of the equation ||a;||i/^ = 9. Thus where F{(;,rj) = rj + log^n == iP( e77 5 n ) e^n 5 and we assume temporarily that x(n) 7^ 0, 1 < n < N. Now the sum of logarithmically convex functions is also logarithmically convex. For functions of one variable this is proved e.g. in [L2, Lemma 2.1], and the general case follows by restricting to lines. We conclude that F is convex. By our initial observation -log||a;|| = G(log|a;(l)|,... ,log|a;(iV)|) with G concave, hence -log||a;|| is plurisuperharmonic and log \\x\\ plurisubharmonic on the part of X^ where x(n) / 0, 1 < n < N. Since log|| || is continuous on X^, with values in [-oo, oo), we see it is plurisubharmonic on XJSI as well.
We shall write B(x,r) = {y e X : \\x -y\\ < r}, and dist(x,A) for the distance between x £ X and A C X, measured in || ||. For N G N, let TT/V : X -± X denote the projection given by (7r^rr)(n) = x(n) resp. 0 if n < N resp. n > N. Suppose
Proposition 3.2. If L is O(D) convex and r < R, any u G 0(Q!\F) can be approximated by v G 0(D x Y; F), uniformly on A.
Proof If Y is replaced by X in (3.3) and in the proposition, [L2, Theorem 5.2] shows that the claim follows from the assumptions on X. Since Y with the seminorms || ||^ (is isomorphic to a space that) satisfies the same assumptions as X, the proposition holds. Our goal here is to exhaust a general open Q, C X by sets of type (B) , and prove approximation results for these sets, Propositions 3.5, 3.7, 3.8. These propositions will be used in the next section, where we shall relate the cohomology groups of ft to those of the exhausting sets. Because of the two step exhaustion procedure mentioned in the Introduction, we shall work with two families of exhausting sets that will correspond to two choices of the function d below. 
i.e. x G ftM(a,a).
(b) Choose /? < min{c, 7/2}. Since lin^-^oo Tr^rz; = x, (3.5) implies a; G ft n (2c, y8) for some n. Thus ft n (2c, /3) is a neighborhood of a; that is contained in VLN{C"> 7) if N > n, by part (a). Proof. Since \\x -TT N X\\ < d(7r N B(x,rd(x) ) then by (3.2), (3.6) \\7r 
By the last two inequalities n^y € ft [a] . Furthermore ||y-7riv2/|| < lly-^ll + Hx-TrjvxII + llTrjvaj-Trjvyll < {^r+j)d{7r N x) < ad{7r N x), so that y G f2jv(a, a).
With 0 < n < 1 set now Proo/. If |(7 , | PI £2JV(C,7) = 0 there is nothing to prove. Otherwise let x G Icr'j n fijv(c,7). Since ||a; -a:j|| < Xd(xj) < d(xj)/2, we have
We first claim u is holomorphic on B(x,5\d(x) ) : Indeed, on the one hand B(x,5\d(x) ) C n N (2b,p/2) 
by Propositions 3.6, 3.4(a); on the other B (x, 5Xd(x) ) C | a|, since by (3.10) B(x, 5Xd(x) ) C B(x, lQXd(xj) 
) C B(XJ, iid(xj)).
We can apply Proposition 3.2 with Y = X, L = D 1 = Da singleton, to conclude that u can be approximated by v G 0(X;F), uniformly on B(x,AXd(x) ). Since Given s-simplices a = (B(xj^d(xj) 
Cohomology of special coverings.
We shall use notation introduced in section 3. Again we let X be as in (1.1), with logp(0,n) convex and even in 0. We consider coverings ^Bdoil^) of ^ defined in (3.9), and we shall eventually prove 
are monomorphisms.
To prove Proposition 4.1 we first introduce C(a) = {5(a;,a/2) : x G n[a]} C ®i(a/2), 0 < a < 1, and study the groups H q (<L(a), T). We shall proceed by induction, and assume H^Q.'.T) = 0 is already known for all pseudoconvex open Q! C X and 1 < s < q. At the price of replacing p by i/(0,n) = max{p((9 7 n),p(-e j n)} we can assume the weight p(9,n) in (1.1) is even in 9. Fix an arbitrary / G # 9 (f2, J 7 ), let 0o denote the collection of pseudoconvex open subsets of X, and (5 the collection of those G G 0o|^ for which f\G = 0. Let il C 0o be a covering of £1 such that / is in the image of the map H q (ii, T) -» H 9 (fi, T); by Proposition 2.1 f\U = 0 if U G il. Hence (J 0 = ft. In the terminology of [LI, Lemma 8 .2] 0 is descending, and inductive by Proposition 5.1. The conclusion of that lemma is ft = [j 0 G 0, i.e. / = 0. Therefore H«(n, F) = 0 as claimed.
